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Abst rac t - -The  type of problem under consideration is 
ut = V. (a (u) h (x) ~Tu) + g (x, t) f (u), in D × (0, T), 
Ou 
On + cr (z, t) u = O, on OD x (0, T), 
u (x, 0) = u0 (x) > 0, in/) ,  
where D is a smooth bounded omain of R N, By constructing an auxiliary function and using Hopf's 
maximum principles on it, existence theorems of blow-up solutions, upper bound of "blow-up time", 
upper estimates of "blow-up rate", existence theorems of global solutions and upper estimates of 
global solutions are given under suitable assumptions on a, b, f, g, ~, and initial data uo(x). The 
obtained results are applied to some examples in which a, b, f, g, and ¢r are power functions or 
exponential functions. @ 2005 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved. 
Keywords - -Quas i l inear  parabolic equations, Blow-up solutions, Global solutions. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper,  we consider blow-up solutions and global solutions of the following problem, 
~t = ~7. (~ (~) b (x) W)  + g (x, t) f (~), 
Ou 
On + ~(z , t )  u =0, 
(x, 0) = u0 (x) > 0, 
in D x (0 ,T ) ,  (1.1) 
on OD x (O,T) ,  (1.2) 
in D,  (1.3) 
where D is a smooth  bounded domain of R N, N > 2, V gradient symbol,  o ,  the direct ional 
derivat ive in the outward normal  direction, and D closure of D. 
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Set QT = D x (0, T), R + = (0, +cx~). We assume throughout this paper that the function a is a 
positive C2(R +) function, the function b a positive CI(D) function, the function g a nonnegative 
C1 (QT) function, the function f a positive C 2 (R +) function, the function a a nonnegative C 1 (~)T) 
function, the function u0 a positive CS(/)) function, and 
Cguo 
0--~- + a (x, t) u0 (x, t) = 0, on OD x (0, T).  
It is known that by the classical parabolic equation theorem [1], a unique solution of prob- 
lem (1.1)-(1.3) exists for t < $0, if ~0 is small enough. By Hopf's maximum principle [2], u > 0 
and 
U (t) = max_ u(x,t)  > O. 
xED 
If a solution exists, for all t < d (~ < +oo) and U(~-0) < +c~, then by using standard parabolic 
estimates, the solution can be unique continued into some interval 0 < t < ~ + ¢ with e > 0. 
Denote by T the supremum of all d such that the solution exists, for all t < & If T < +c~, then 
U (T - 0) = +oc, 
in other words, u(x, t) blow-up in finite time T. If T = +0% we call u(x, t) to be a global 
solution. Furthermore, by regularity theorem [3], u(x,t) E C3(D x (0, T)) ~ C2(D x [0, T)). In 
this paper, we obtain some existence theorems of blow-up solutions, upper bounds of "blow- 
up time", upper estimates of "blow-up rate", existence theorems of global solutions, and upper 
estimates of global solutions. Our approach depends heavily upon Hopf's maximum principles 
and super and subsolution techniques. 
The blow-up solutions for parabolic equations are studied by a large number of authors, as 
shown in [4-8]. Friedman and Meleod [8] dealt with the following problem, 
u, = Au + f (u), in D x (0, T), (1.4) 
Ou 
0-n + a (x, t) u = 0, on OD x (0, T),  (1.5) 
(x, 0) = (x) > 0, in D, (1.6) 
where D is a smooth bounded convex domain of R iv, N > 2, 0 < T < +oo. They discussed 
the blow-up solution of (1.4)-(1.6), but they didn't research the estimates of blow-up time and 
global solution which are obtained in this paper. Hence, our results in present paper extend and 
supplement those obtained in [8]. 
The content of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we shall study blow-up solutions 
of (1.1)-(1.3). In Section 3, we shall research global solutions of (1.1)-(1.3). In Section 4, we 
shall give a few examples to which the theorems obtained in this paper may be applied. 
2. BLOW-UP SOLUTIONS 
Our main result is the following theorem. 
THEOREM 2.1. Let u be a C3(D x (0, T)) N C2(/) × [0, T)) solution of (1.1)-(1.3). Suppose the 
following. 
(i) For s e R +, 
a (s) > 0, a' (s) > 0, f (s) > 0, ( f '  (s) ~' _> 0, ( sa (s) ~' - \ a (s) / \ f (s) / < 0. (2.1) 
(ii) In D × (0, T), 
b (x) > O, g (x, t) > O, gt (x, t) > O, a (x, t) > O, at (x, t) < O. (2.2) 
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(iii) The constant 
fl---- mind [ f (uo) :  a (Uo) [V- (a (uo) b (x) Vuo) + g (x, 0) f (uo)] } > 0. 
(iv) The integration, 
where Mo = maxD uo(x). 
i °° a(s)  ds<÷oo,  
o f ( s )  
Then, u(x, t) must blow-up in finite time T and 
L [+o~ a (s) ds 
T ~ /3 JMo 7(s )  
as well as 
u (x, t) _( H -1 (~ (T - t)), 
where 
f +~ a (s)  H (z) = f (s) ds, z > O, 
and H -1 is the inverse function of H. 
PROOF. Consider the function, 
= -a  (~) u~ + BY (~), 
from which we find 
V~ -~- -a '  u tVu  - aVut  + f l f 'Vu,  
A~ = -a 'u tAu  - a"u~ IVul 2 - 2a'Vu.  Vut - aAut + p f 'Au  +/3f"  IVul 2 , 
and 
~t = -a '  (ut) 2 - a (ut)t + ~f' ut 
= -~' (~) ~ -a  (ab:'~ + a'b lWl ~ + aVb. W + g:), + :~:% 
= -a '  (ut) 2 - a2bAut - aa'bu, Au  - aat'but IVu[ 2 - 2aa'bVu. Vu~ 
- aalutXYb • Vu  - a2Vb • Vut  - agtf  - agffut + ]3f'ut. 
By (2.10) and (2.11), it follows that 
abA ~ - ~t : ~ab ff  Au  + flab f "  ]Vul 2 + a' (ut) 2 + aa'utVb.  Vu  
+a2Vb • Vut + agtf  + agf '  ut - t3 f f  ut. 
With (2.9), we have 
a2Vb • Vut  = -aVb .  V~ - aarutVb • Vu  + f la f fVb.  Vu. 
Combining (2.12) and (2.13), it follows that 
abA~ + aVb- V47 - ~t = t3abff Au  + flabf" ]Vul 2 + a' (ut) 2 
+flaftVb . Vu  + agtf  + agf '  ut --  t3 f f  u t .  
By (1.1), we have 
(2.3) 
(2.4) 
(2.5) 
(2.6) 
(2.7) 
(2.8) 
(2.9) 
(2.1o) 
(2.11) 
(2.12) 
(2.13) 
(2.14) 
/3abf'Au = f l f 'ut - /3a 'b f '  IVul 2 - ~ayVb.  Vu - f lgf  f ' .  (2.15) 
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It follows from (2.14) and (2.15) that 
abaft2 + aVb. V~ - ~t = fla2b IVul 2 - /~gf f '  + a' (ut) 2 + agtf + agf'ut. (2.16) 
With (2.8), we have 
agf'ut = -g f 'O  + Zgf f ' .  (2.17) 
Combining (2.16) and (2.17), it follows that 
abaft + aVb. V~ + gf'ff  - ~t =/3a2b IVul 2 + a' (ut) 2 + agtf. (2.18) 
Assumptions (2.1) and (2.2) guarantee that the right side in equality (2.18) is nonnegative, i.e., 
abA~? + aVb . XT~ + gf'4~ - 47t >_ O. (2.19) 
It follows from (2.3) that 
max¢ (x, 0) = D  mDax {--a (u°) [V • (a (uo)b(x )Vuo)+g(z ,O) f (uo) ]+/~f (uo)}  = 0. (2.20) 
On OD x (0, T), we have 
0(I) 
On 
Ou Out p Ou 
- a~,~-a~n+/~y~ 
= dcuu~ - a - M '~u 
= a'~uu, + a (~) t  -/~J~'~ 
= a (a'u + a) ut + aatu --/~ftau 
=a(a 'u  +a) ( - -~  + /3S) +aatu-13f 'o 'u  
=-~-(a'~+~)~+a~,~+ Zf:~ ~ (~(~)~ 
(2.21) 
~<_o 
and 
a (~) 
f (u) ut _> f~. (2.22) 
At the point x0, where Uo(Xo) = Mo, we get by integration 
I f~(~o,t) a (s) 
fl JMo f (s) ds > t. (2.23) 
By using assumption (2.4), it follows that u(x, t) must blow-up for a finite time t = T. Fhrther, 
the following inequality must hold, 
! f+~ a (s) ds. (2.24) 
T< /3 jM ° "] (S) 
Combining (2.19)-(2.21) and Hopf's maximum principles, it follows that @ cannot attain its 
maximum on cOD x (0, T), and in b x [0, T), the maximum of @ is 0. Hence, we have in b x [0, T), 
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By integrating the inequality (2.22) over [t, s] (0 < t < s < T), for each fixed x, one gets 
f~(~'~) a (s) H (u (x, t)) > H (u (x, t)) - H (u (x, s)) = ds 
- Ju(~,t) f (s) 
a(u)  . 
: ~( -~ut  dt >_/3 (s - t ) ,  
so that 
Hence, by letting s --~ T, we have 
u(x,t )  <_ H -1 (~(s - t ) ) .  
u(x,t)  <_ H -1 ( /~(T -  t)). 
The proof of Theorem 2.1 is complete. 
In Theorem 2.1, if a(u) - 1, b(x) - 1, and g(x, t) - 1, then the following conclusion holds. 
COROLLARY 2.1. Let u be a C3(D × (0,T)) N C2(D x [0, T)) solution of the problem, 
(2.25) 
(2.26) 
(2.27) 
| 
ut = Au + f (u), in D x (O,T), 
Ou 
O--n + a (x, t) u = O, on OD x (0, T) , 
(x, o) = (x) > o, in D, 
where D is a smooth bounded domain of R N, N >_ 2. Suppose the following. 
(i) For s C R +, 
f (s) > O, f"  (s) > O, _< O. 
(ii) In OD x (0, T), 
(iii) The constant 
(iv) The integration, 
(2.2s) 
(2.29) 
(2.30) 
(2.31) 
a (x, t) _> 0, at (x, t) _< 0. (2.32) 
Auo f l=min  1+ >0. 
D f (uo) J 
(2.33) 
f~ 
o~ 1 
o f (s----) ds < +c~, (2.34) 
where Mo = max D uo(x). 
Then, u(x, t) must blow-up in finite time T and 
1 / io  °° 1 T _< ~ f (s----) ds (2.35) 
as well as 
where 
u(x,t)  < H -1 ( f l (T - t ) ) ,  (2.36) 
fz c¢ 1 H (z) = f (s'-"-~ ds, z > 0, (2.37) 
and H -1 is the inverse function of H. 
If inequality (2.3) doesn't hold, in other words, 
minz~ [ f (uo)  a (uo) [V. (a (u0) b (x) Vu0) + g (x, 0) f (u0)] } _< 0, (2.38) 
we can use super- and sub-solution techniques to deal with the blow-up solutions of (1.1)-(1.3). 
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Let u be a Ca(D x (O,T)) N C2(D x [O,T)) solution of (i.i)-(1.3). Suppose 
\ a (s) ] - \ f 'Z~J  -< 0. (2.39) 
g, (x, t) > O, a (x, t) >_ O, at (x, t) < O. (2.40) 
the following. 
(i) For  s e [0, +~),  
a(s) > O, a' (s) > O, 
(ii) In/7) × [0, T), 
b (x) > O, g (x, t) > O, 
The inequality (2.38) holds. Taking constants -~ > 1 and 0 < c_ < 1, such that 
= mind [ f (u0) ~ a [V. (a (Uo) b (x) Vuo) + ~g (x, 0) f (Uo)] } > 0 
and 
(_~o) a = min [V. (a (£Uo) b (x) V (cuo)) + g (x, O) f (CUo)] } > O. 
- o I f (_cu0) ) 
(iii) 
(iv) The integration 
/M -°° a (s) ds < +~,  
o / (~) 
where Mo = maxb Uo(X). 
Then, u(x, t) must blow-up in finite time T and 
&S well ~S 
where 
1 ~+~a(S) ds 
T < -~ Mo f (s) 
u(x,t)  < H -1 (~(T - t ) ) ,  
/z +~ ds, z > O, 
a (s) 
H (z) = 7 (*) 
and H-1 is the inverse function of H. 
PROOF. Set 
(x, t) = ~g (x, t), 
where ~ > 1 is some constant o be determined. Since 
(~o) 1 lim rain [V. (a (Uo) b (x) VUo) + cg (x, O) f (uo)] ~ = 4-00, 
a 
~+oo b L f (~o) ) 
(2.41) 
(2.42) 
(2.4a) 
(2.44) 
(2.45) 
(2.46) 
u, : v .  (a (u) b (x) W)  + ~ (x, t) f (~), 
Ou 
O-q +a(~, t )u  = O, 
u (z, o) = uo (z) > o, 
in D x (0, T), (2.47) 
on OD x (0, T),  (2.48) 
in D, (2.49) 
we can take constant ~ > 1, such that inequality (2.41) holds. Let ~(x,t) be a C3(D × (0, T)) N 
c2(D x [0, T)) solution of the problem, 
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then ~(x,t) is a supersolution of problem (1.1)-(1.3). It follows from Theorem 2.1 that ~(x,t) 
must blow-up in finite time T and 
~(x,t) <_ H -I ~(T- t ) ) .  
Set 
~0 (x) = _~u0 (~), 
where 0 < c < 1 is some constant to be determined. Since 
lim min 0, 
c--*0+ D ~ 
we can take constant 0 < _c < 1, such that inequality (2.42) holds. Let u(x,t) be a Ca(D × 
(0, T)) N C2(D x [0, T)) solution of the problem, 
~, = v .  (~ (~,) b (~) w,)  + ~ (~, t) f (u), 
Ou 
On +~(z , t )u  = O, 
(x, o) = ~ (~) > o, 
in D x (0, T),  (2.50) 
on OD x (O,T), (2.51) 
in D, (2.52) 
then _%(x,t) is a subsolution of problem (1.1)-(1.3). It follows from Theorem 2.1 that u(x,t) 
must blow-up in finite time T and 
Since 
1 L +°~ a(s) ds. 
T < -~ Mo f (s) 
~_(x,t) < u(x,t )  < ~(x , t ) ,  
u(x, t) must blow-up in finite time T and 
£ [+~ a (s) 
T< _~ J_~Mo f(~--5 es 
as well as 
u(x,t)  _< ~(x,t)  <_ H -1 (3 (T - t ) ) .  
following. 
(i) For s E R +, 
(ii) In D x (0, T), 
b (~) > 0, g (~, t) > 0, gt (~, t) < 0, o (~, t) > 0, Ct (~, t) > 0. (3.2) 
a (s) > 0, a' (s) < 0, I (~) > 0, 
a(s ) )  \ f ( s )  ] ~-0' (sa(s))'~_O. 
(3.1) 
The proof of Corollary 2.2 is complete. | 
3. GLOBAL SOLUTIONS 
Our main result is the following theorem. 
THEOREM 3.1. Let u be a C3(D × (0, T)) A C2(D × [0,T)) soIution of (1.1)-(1.3). Suppose the 
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(iii) The constant 
( a (uo) [V. (a (Uo) b (x) VUo) + g (x, 0) f (u0)] } > 0. 
(iv) The integration 
where mo= mind u0 (x). 
f 
,.oo a ( s )  
o f (s) ds = +o~, 
Then, u(x, t) must be a global solution and 
(3.3) 
(3.4) 
(~, t) _ a -~ (at + a (~o (x))), (3.5) 
where 
/~ a (~) 
a (z) : o f -~  ds, z > roD, (3.6) 
and G-1 is the inverse function o[G. 
PROOF. Consider the function 
= -a  (u) He + a f  (u). (3.7) 
Repeating the inference of Theorem 2.1, we find that in D x [0, T), the minimum of • is 0. Hence, 
we have in O x [0, T), 
~>_0 
and 
a(u) 
y (u) ~t _< a. (3.s) 
For each fixed x C/9, we get by integration 
f~(x,t) a (s) ds < t. (3.9) 1 
~J~o(~/ y(s) - 
It follows from (3.4) and (3.9) that u(x, t) must be a global solution. With inequality (3.9), one 
gets 
= --/~(~,t) a (s) ds < at (3.10) a (~ (x,t)) - c (~0 (~)) J~o(~) Y(~) - 
and 
I1, (X, t) < e -1  (oLt ~- G (u 0 (x)))  . (3.11) 
The proof of Theorem 3.1 is complete. | 
In Theorem 3.1, if a(u) = 1, b(x) - 1, and g(x,t) -= 1, then following conclusion hold. 
CORO~.LAaV 3.1. Let ~ be ~ C3(D × (0, T)) n C2(Z) × [0, T)) solution o~ (2.2S)-(2.30). Suppose 
the following. 
(i) For s E R +, 
f (s) > O, f "  (s) < O, s >_ O. (3.12) 
(ii) On OD x (0, T), 
(iii) The constant 
rr (x, t) ___ O, crt (x, t) _> O. (3.13) 
Auo "[ a=max 1+ >0. (3.14) 
D / (uo) J 
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(iv) The integration 
/,[ .oo 1 ds +o% 
o f (~) 
where mo = mind u0 (z). 
Then, u(x, t) must be a global solution and 
where 
(x, t) _< G -~ (~t + G (~o (~))), 
G(z) = s, 
o 
and G -1 is the inverse function of G. 
If inequality (3.3) doesn't hold, in other words, 
(3.15) 
(3.16) 
(iii) 
by discussing the supersolution of (1.1)-(1.3), we can deal with the global solution of (1.1)-(1.3). 
COROLLARY 3.2. Let u be a C3(D x (0,T)) N c2(D x [0,T)) solution of (1.i)-(i.3). Suppose 
(3.18) 
the following. 
(i) For s e R +, 
(s) > 0, ~' (s) < 0, f (s) > 0, 
<_ o, a (s) ] \ f (s) ] > O, (sa (s))' > O. 
(ii) In/9 x [0, T), 
b (x) > 0, g (x, t) > 0, gt (x, t) < 0, cr (x, t) > O, at (x, t) > 0. (3.20) 
The inequality (3.18) holds. Taking constant d > 1, such that 
a :max{ (u° )D  f -~o) [V . (a (uo)b(x )Vuo)+dg(x ,O) f (uo) ]}  >0. 
(iv) The integration 
where m0 = mind uo (x). 
/m ~ a (s) 
o f (s) ds = +co, 
where 
Then u(x, t) must be a global solution and 
(x, t) _< a -1 (st + a (~o (x))), 
/~  a(s) 
c (z) = o Y-~ ds, 
and G -1 is the inverse function of G. 
Z > mot  
(3.19) 
(3.21) 
(3.22) 
(3.23) 
(3.24) 
f a (uo) "1 IV. (a (Uo) b (x) Wo) + g (x, 0) f (Uo)] 
i- o) 
< 0, 
z > mo, (3.17) 
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PROOF. Set 
(~:, t) = dg (x, t), 
where d > 1 is some constant to be determined. Since 
lim max ~ a (uo) [V. (a (uo) b (x) Vuo) 4- dg (x, O) f (u0)] ~ = +o% 
d-~+oo D [ f (uo)  J 
we can take constant d> 1, such that inequality (3.21) holds. Let g(x,t) be a C3(D x (0, T)) rn 
C2(/) x [0, T)) solution of the problem, 
ut = V .  (a(u) b(x) Vu) +~(x, t )  f (u), 
Ou 
0---~ +~r(z , t )u  = O, 
~, (x, o) = uo (x) > o, 
in D x (0, T), (3.25) 
on OD x (0, T), (3.26) 
in D, (3.27) 
then g(x, t) is a supersolution of problem (1.1)-(1.3). It follows from Theorem 3.1 that ~'(x, t) 
must be a global solution and 
(:~, t) < G -~ (at + a (~o (x))). 
Hence, u(x, t) must be a global solution and 
~(z , t )  < ~(~, t )  <_ a -1 (at + a (~o (x))) . 
The proof of Corollary 3.2 is complete. 
4. APPL ICAT IONS 
As special case with f(u) being power functions, Friedman and Mcleod [8] obtained the blow-up 
rate of blow-up solution of (1.4)-(1.6) under some reasonable conditions. However, they didn't 
discuss the estimates of blow-up time and global solutions. In fact, under some assumptions, we 
can obtain the estimates of blow-up time and some results of global solutions. In the following, 
we illustrate this with two examples to which Corollary 2.1 and 3.1 may be applied. 
EXAMPLE 1. Let u be a C3(D x (0, T)) N C2(/) x [0,T)) solution of the problem, 
ut = Au +12U 2, 
- ~+2exp - t  u=0,  
i=1 
3 
u (~, o) = ~o (x) = 2 - Z ~,  
i=1 
in D x (0, T), 
on OD x (0, T),  
in D, 
-~ Ei=I Xi <~ now where D = {x (xl,x2,x3) l 3 2 1}. We have 
( f (u )=12u 2, ~(x , t )=2exp --t x , 
\ i=1 / 
3 
i=1 
It is easy to check that (2.31) and (2.32) hold. By (2.33), we find 
~'=~n l+.f(~o) J ~ =~- 
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It follows from Corollary 2.1 that u(x, t) must blow-up in finite t ime T and 
as well as 
EXAMPLE 2.  
1/ io°°  1 f2+°° l d8 1 T < ~ f (~--7 ~ = 2 12~--z = ~' 
1 
u (x, t) <_ H - l  (]3 (T - t) ) - 6(T - t )  
Let u be a C3(D x (0,T))  n C2(D x [0, T)) solution of the problem, 
ut = Au + 6v~,  in D x (0, T ) ,  
On +2exp t x u=O,  onODx(O,T) ,  
\ i=1 / 
3 
u (x, o) = ~o (x) = 2 -  Z ~,  in D, 
i=1  
where D = {x = (xl,x2,x3) I ~-~3=1 x2 < 1}. We now have 
f (u) = 6v~,  a (x, t) 2 exp t = Ex  4 , 
i=1  
It is easy to  check that (3.12) and (3.13) hold. By  (3.14), we find 
{ AUo }=mDax{l_ 1 } x/2 
It follows from Corollary 3.1 that u(x, t) must be a global solution and 
3 
E 2 ~0 (~)  = 2 - x~.  
i=l 
In the following, we present two examples to which Theorems 2.1 and 3.1 may be applied. 
EXAMPLE 3. Let u be a Ca(D x (0,T))  n C2(D x [0, T)) solution of the problem, 
ut = ~7" e ~ 1+ x Vu 
i=1  
+ 10  + t x u2e u, 
\ /=1  / 0u (3 )  
- On + 2exp - t  u=O,  
i----1 
3 
E 2 ~ (x, o) = ~o (~) = 2 - ~ i ,  
i=1 
where D = {x = (xl,  x2, xa)[  ~=1 x~ < 1}. We now have 
3 
2 a (~) = e ~, b (x) = 1 + ~ x, ,  
i=1  
( f (u) = u2e ~, cr (x, t) = 2 exp - t  x , 
\ i=1 / 
in D × (0, iF), 
on OD × (0, T) ,  
in D, 
3 
g(~,t) = 1o+tZ~,  
i=I 
3 
i=I 
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It  is easy to check that (2.1) and (2.2) hold. By (2.3), we find 
fl = mind L f (u0) ~[a o [V. (a (uo) b (x) Vuo) 4- g (x, 0) f (uo)] } 
=m n -o ,+ + 
• [ 2e ~° 
) 
~ 2e .  
It follows from Theorem 2.1 that u(x, t) must blow-up in finite t ime T and 
1/io~ a(S) ds= 1 ~2+°° 1 I T < ~ -] (s) 2e --~ ds = 4"-e 
as well as 
EXAMPLE 4. Let u be a 
solution of the problem, 
1 
u (x,t) _< H -1 (# (T - t)) -- ~ .  
2e (T 
C a (D x (0, T)) Ffl C 2 (D x [0, T)) 
1 l+~x~ w Ut 
v-  \ i=z / 
4- 25e - t  x V~, 
\ i=1 / 
3-- /4-2exp t x u=0,  
\ i=1 / 
3 
u (x, 0) = uo (x) = 2 - Z x~, 
i=1  
i nD× (0, T ) ,  
on OD x (0, T ) ,  
in / ) ,  
where D = {x = (xl, x2, x3) [ ~-]3=1 x2 < 1}. We now have 
3 
f (u) = V~, cr (x,t) = 2exp t x , 
\ i=I / 
3 
2 g (~, t )  = 25e -~ ~ x~, 
i=l  
3 
i= l  
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It is easy to check that (3.1) and (3.2) hold. By (3.3), we find 
r a (u0) [v. (a (.o) b (x) w0)  + g (x, 0) f (-0)] } 
= 1 - 2 
U3o/--- ~ -6- ~o I+Ex Ex~+25u° x 
i=1  i=1 / i=1  i= l  
/ 1 
= max ~ -6 - 10 (2 - .0 )  ~00 
b kUo 
max 1 -10(2 -s ) -  = <.<2{s3/2-6 2 (3-s)(2-s)-t-25s(2-s)]} 
= 1<,<2max - s -~ 25s2 - 60s + 26 + ~ (s 2 - 5s + 6 
= 5.8407. 
It follows from Theorem 3.1 that u(x, t) must be a global solution and 
(~, t) < o -~ (,~t + o (~o (~))) = ~o (x) e ~~°~.  
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